Capital Area
Beekeepers Association
The President’s Buzz...
Happy September to all of you. I hope all is well with you and your bees are strong and your
honey crop plentiful.
It’s time to finish taking honey off your hives, treat for varrora mites, and feed, if needed. The
fall/winter recipe is two parts sugar to one part water.
In my last President’s Buzz I talked about using a Snelgrove Board to make a split. I promised
to let you know how it worked for me. This is a report after only one use so view my opinion
with caution. I was disappointed. Manipulating the doors takes a lot of attention and since the
hive I had placed the board on was in an out yard I had to travel to the hive several times. For
me, I think making a split by forming a nuc is a lot easier and just as successful.
I also did a Juniper Hill split for the first time. I will do this manipulation again. It was easy and
successful for me. My try at producing a Hogg Half Comb super was not entirely successful as
the bees filled only a few boxes. I had high hopes for a full super of Hogg Half Combs but the
bees had other plans. Oh well, there is always next year.
On August 10-14, I attended the Eastern Apicultural Society 2015 which was held at the University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada. This is the fourth EAS conference that I’ve attended and I
find each conference to be very educational including information that I can bring home to use
in my apiary.
Many topics were discussed, but the subject most often talked about this year was TREAT FOR
VARROA. The current thought is if you don’t treat for Varroa, and the hive falls victim to varroa mites and the viruses they spread, bees leave the hive as it is dying. The infected bees travel
to other hives in the home apiary or apiaries nearby, thus creating a “Varroa Bomb”. Three
mites per 100 bees is the limit, more warrants treating. Soft chemicals such as thymol, amitraz,
formic acid, and oxalic acid, were the treatments most often mentioned. It seems that the days
of “let the strong survive” are over and we are urged to give our bees a helping hand by treating
for varroa.
The 2016 EAS will be held July 25-29 at Stockton University, Galloway, NJ. Close enough to
home for you to consider attending.
The next meeting for CABA is Friday, September 18 at 7 PM. We will meet in the Farm Show
Complex, please use the Maclay Street entrance, second floor. The speaker will be Warren
Miller, Warren’s topic will be “Getting Your Hives Ready for Winter”. A good subject for us
all to learn about.
I am looking forward to seeing you at the meeting.
Bee Happy
Linda
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Exciting News!!
At the September 18th CABA meeting, Kirk and Mary Moll will
release the first version of the new CABA website. They have
worked for several months with the Communication Committee
and Executive Committee to design and launch the website. The Communications Committee members are Deb Buckfelder, Kirk and Mary Moll, and
Susan Fulmer.
Several key commitments are guiding this ongoing process:
a. The meetings, programs, and activities of CABA are the central focus of the website
b. It is easily updated and strives to be the key source for current
club information
c. It includes many member photos from club events and from our
bee yards
d. The website is a collaborative process, flowing from the talents,
ideas, and enthusiasm of club members
e. The website will continue to evolve to meet the needs of CABA
members
f. It will be mobile-friendly
We look forward to your active participation in developing the website,
through your writing and photographic contributions and willingness to
work with fellow members on topics that would enhance our website. Please
share your ideas and feedback with us or any of the members of the Communications Committee.

INPUT PLEASE
Members, we need your input. In light of the new website, we would like to find out what
your thoughts are on the newsletter. Just click on the answers of how you prefer it to be delivered and what you would like to see in it. It will only take 3 minutes, we timed it. If you
could please use the link below to fill out 4 quick questions, we would greatly appreciate it.
The survey is online so that the Communications Committee will be able to see the data in
graph form. Thank you very much for giving us your feedback. We will use it to improve
your newsletter. https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VW9H3DN
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MY PLAN
John A Novinger

In Susan's email for the newsletter, she suggested that I write about my plans for getting the bees ready for winter. So here is my plan. My girls did a great job for me this
year. The orchard owners told me that it was a great fruit set this year. They were
really pleased and besides that, the girls did fantastic in honey storage. I have harvested more honey this year than any other year. Since the girls did such a great job, I
feel they need a vacation. My plan is to load them on my trailer and take
them to a warm sunny place for the winter. I think I have the perfect location
in mind - a nice sunny nudist beach somewhere. That would have several
advantages to it. First the girls (bees) would enjoy the sun and surf and not
need to go through the teens and twenties temperature of our northern location. Second, it would help the economy. The nudists would be looking
for clothing rather quickly. Stores would benefit, and I feel I have done my part to help
the economy. Now with any plan, there will be objections. Mine stands about 5 ft and
is AKA - "my wife" Moving them to a warmer location would probably be OK with her,
but taking sugar water to them every 2 days would not go well.
So Plan B- Following the nudist philosophy of "au natural", I am not going to
treat my girls (bees) for mites this year. I have no proof but I have a gut feeling
that my heavy losses last winter were because of the treatment I did. Maybe I
did it wrong, but I followed the instructions. In hindsight, now think about this,
we put a treatment on the hives that tells you there will be brood kill and possible harm
to the queen! So just when the girls are preparing for winter, lots of brood and a fat
queen, we nail them with a mite treatment that will kill mites but also harm the bees.
Where is the logic in that? And in my case, there simply is not enough time to recover
for the girls, plus if you have messed up the queen, what are you going to do for replacements in September or October? Use your nuc queens and what if they don't
accept her? There are many times that I feel, we as beekeepers are shooting ourselves in the foot. How many of our problems are of nature and how many are created by us as beekeepers?
So that is my plan - feed sugar water and pollen patties in the fall with wind protection,
but no mite treatment this year, because my wife said plan A is definitely "off the table,"
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What To Do With Uncapped Honey?
Wil Shirey

Beginning in early July, I always get anxious about taking off some honey. But this
year, as happens fairly often, the honey my bees had made was not capped. All
the rain we had in May and June probably contributed to the lack of capped honey
so I left the honey on the hives through July and part of August. Most of it has
now been capped. But the question of what to do with uncapped honey is a
good one and I have found very little written about it in the journals.
One suggestion I have read is to put the honey in a small room with a dehumidifier, which may work, but I have never tried it. You can always feed it
back to the bees and eventually they will work the moisture out of it and cap it.
Late in the season, they will even cap the cells at a lower level if they don’t have
enough honey to fill them.
However, the solution that works for me begins in the apiary. I test some of the
uncapped surplus honey frames at the hive by turning them sideways and shaking
the frame. If the nectar/honey drops out of the frames, do not try to extract it because it has too much moisture and will ferment. I have had that happen and it is
neither a pleasant smell nor taste and your customers and friends to whom you
sold or gave the honey will not be happy. If the honey does not drop out of the
frame when I shake it, I proceed to the next step.
One Christmas some years ago, I asked Santa for a refractometer and he was
kind enough to give me one. This particular style requires that I take a toothpick and remove enough uncapped honey randomly from several cells to
cover a glass prism on the refractometer, replace the plastic prism cover and hold
the instrument up to the light. Looking through the eyeglass you will see a blue
line crossing the moisture content measuring device. If the moisture content is
less than 19%, I extract the honey. I have never had honey ferment that satisfied
that condition. To save some time, I offer this tip. I have found in July, after two
or three weeks of warm weather, the only frames that have more than 19% moisture are the outside half of frames 1 and 9 (my surplus honey supers are all 10
frame supers with nine frames equally spaced). That’s after the shake test described in paragraph three above.
If you follow my rules, you will be able to extract a lot of honey that is uncapped. And now you even have a suggestion for Santa. If you have questions on
this procedure, email me at wshirey@pa.net.
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What I Learned this Year ─ Some Details of a Popular Bear Fence
Plan
David Anderson

My best apiary is on the edge of a wooded area near
a state game land. It has a gentle southeast facing
sunny slope, a pond, gated entry, and I can drive
right up to the hives. The bees like it too, since they
produce a lot of honey and mostly survive the winters.
However, bears have been sighted just a few miles
away, so it’s just a matter of time before bears pay
me a visit. Proactively, I decided to build a solarcharged electric bear fence. I went with the design
recommend by the PA Game Commission. This is
the same fence design used at the Penn State apiary.
It uses cattle panels supported on non-conductive
posts, and of course a solar charger.
You can find the instructions online at: http://burghbees.com/documents/Bear_Fencing.pdf and http://
www.thebeeyard.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Bear_Fencing_PA_Game_Comm.pdf.pdf
Some related discussion is found at Kencove: http://www.kencove.com/
fence/76_Bear+Fence_resource.php
There are many other discussions available about bear fences online. The purpose in this article is not to
explain how to design and build a bear fence. My goal is to fill in a couple of practical details which I
learned while building the fence this summer.
1

The Kencove PasturePro composite fence posts are better than the fiberglass posts for this particular plan. You have to purchase them directly from Kencove. Tractor Supply doesn’t carry
them and Ebay directs you back to Kencove. The composite fence post will drive better into the
ground, don’t flex as much, and you don’t need a protective cap on them when driving them in.
Drive the posts into the ground before you drill holes in them for the hardware, otherwise they
may buckle. I bought the 1.25” diameter posts as recommended. If I had to do it again, I’d purchase the 1.5” diameter ones since I damaged (buckled) a couple of the 1.25” diameter posts
when driving them in.

2

Kencove shipping is a bit odd for these posts. The PasturePro posts are shipped from a different
warehouse than the regular Kencove items. (I think they bought the PasturePro company recently.) As explained to me, they operate that warehouse three consecutive days a week, 24
hours a day, but are closed the remainder of the week. Thus, depending on when you place your
order, you may get delivery in 2 days or up to 7 days.

Continued on next page
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3

The livestock panels come in 16’ lengths. Your
pickup truck bed isn’t going to haul them
safely. Either get a long trailer or take cutters
with you when you purchase them, and cut
them to 8’ lengths before you load them. You
can special order 8’ panels but the shipping is
expensive. Our local Tractor Supply doesn’t
have a demand for the 8’ length and wouldn’t
stock them…we asked.

4

You will need a fence post driver…rent or borrow one if you don’t have one. You may need a digging iron too. Posts will drive in easier when the
ground is moist.

5 The livestock panels are flexible, so you can fence in your apiary with a round or oval fence pattern
if you wish. I made mine pentagon-shaped. Remember your geometry class; the closer a shape gets to
being circular, the more area the same circumference will enclose.
6 At the corners, you need to jump the electric charge across from one panel to the
next with wire coiled several times around the first one for good contact, across to the
next, then coiled around the next panel.
7 Grounding rods are 6’ long and need to be driven in almost the whole way. If you
hit solid rock, you can cut them shorter and use multiple short rods to add up to the
same total length.
8 For a gate, I substituted hooks instead of stainless steel bolts and washers to hold
one panel on the posts. This makes it easy to swing that panel off one of its posts to allow access to the enclosed area. Since the gate panel tends to fall over in the open position, I secured an additional post to the gate panel but did not drive it into the ground.
Where it would have gone into the ground I installed a vertical piece of PVC pipe, and
another piece of pipe where that post would be when the gate was in the open position.
One PVC pipe supports the additional post and the gate while the gate/panel is open.
The other PVC piece makes room for the post in the ground when the gate is closed.
9 The posts take a lot of pounding to get set in the ground. My bees were amazingly
docile while I did this. I know they had to feel the vibration since I was sometimes just
3’ away. On the other hand, on the day I set up the solar charger…no
pounding, and 5‘ away from a medium strength colony…they let me
know right away that I was in their way; go figure.
10 One final maintenance note. After weed-whacking for the third
time, I sprayed the area under the fence; not with glyphosate (aka
Roundup™), but with eco-friendly vinegar-salt solution.
My best apiary has now been upgraded to “bear-resistant” status. I hope
these pointers will help you as well. Remember; Smokey, Yogi, Boo
Boo, Winnie, Teddy, and the Berenstains don’t care if you are a nice
person, a good beekeeper, or deserving of a break in life. Only you can
prevent forest fires and hive destruction.
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Bees in the Florida Keys
Susan Fulmer

When we were in Florida, several grocery stores
carried different flavors of this honey. We tried to
find the apiary address on the jar and tried to call
the phone number, but no luck. The Brazilian Pepper is a very unusual flavor.
From their website: Surprisingly, the Florida Keys
have more species of native flowering than any
other place in the country.
Add to this another hundred or so introduced by
man, and you have the most varied source of nectars anywhere in North America!.
Since there is always something flowering in the
Keys, we never have to feed our bees with sugar
water, which weakens them, and we never have to
Capital Area Beekeepers Association

treat our hives with chemicals or antibiotics since
we are separated from the mainland.
Many of our hives produce over 200 lbs per year of
premium honey from a large variety of floral
fauna, most of them unique to the Florida Keys.
Our apiaries produce Mango and Avocado honey
from an upscale residential area during the month
of January and February, followed by Sea Grape,
Palm, and Jamaican Dogwood honey in March,
April and May.
In mid-May, thousands of acres of Black Mangrove
come into bloom in the surrounding State and National parks, lasting until late July, and producing
an excellent premium amber colored honey.
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Making pollen patties.
Susan Fulmer

I tried forming patties by hand, but when I put them on the hives, they didn’t completely
mush down. The next time, I rolled them on wax paper, laid them on the frames and
tried to peel off a little of the paper to save the girls some work. I didn’t really want the
paper in the hive, so I decided to roll out the patties the same way I roll out pie crust,
and that worked really well. I rolled them on plastic sheets and then just flipped them
over onto the frames.
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I’ll Show You Mine If"

Dan Heacock Apiary

Fulmer Apiary
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2015 CABA MEETING CALENDAR
Friday, September 18

Regular meeting, @7:00PM Farm Show Building use Maclay
Street entrance, second floor. Speaker- Warren Miller, “Getting
Your Hives Ready for Winter”

October

Farm City Day, Farm Show Building

Saturday, October 17

CABA Banquet Hoss’s Restaurant @4:30 speaker- TBA

November 13, 14

PSBA Annual Meeting, Country Cupboard, Lewisburg

Monday, November 16

Tri-County meeting, York School of Technology, 7PM, intersection of Interstate 83 & South Queen Street, York. Speaker Clare
Densley from Buckfast Abbey
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Extractor Available to CABA Members
CABA is now making available on loan for all their members: a stainless steel 4 frame manual
extractor with uncapping equipment which includes one bucket with a gate for bottling and an
electric knife and scratcher for uncapping. There is also a capping drain bucket included so
this will make all your extractions a breeze!
It is suggested that you have bottles on hand or a food grade bucket to store your honey so
the equipment can be used and returned in a timely fashion.
You will be asked to sign the form below stating your name and phone number and your willingness to return the equipment in the same, clean manner in which you received it. We hope
this will prove to be a help to any in CABA with a need for such equipment!
To reserve using the extracting equipment, please, contact Becky Davis.
Email: pbdavis5@gmail.com (email preferred)
Phone: 717 802-6609

Extraction Equipment Users: please fill out the following and sign below:
1. Name ________________________________________________________________
2. Address_______________________________________________________________
3. Email ________________________________
4. Phone _______________________________
5. Date of pickup ________________________
6. Date of return _________________________
7. To my knowledge my hives are not infected with any foul brood of any kind (a state apiary license insures you an inspection every two years) Y_____
8. The equipment was clean when I picked it up for my use and I will return it in the same
condition. Y _____
The materials that I picked up include:
 4 frame extractor
 electric uncapping knife
 uncapping scratcher
 honey buckets with spigot
 uncapping equipment in a storage bag
Sign and Date ________________________________________________________________
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